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1.1 plagiarism
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1.1.2 algorithms and systems
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1.2 software

Note: This is about software used in the development and deployment of YINYAP, not about plagiarism detection software, which is mentioned in algorithms and systems (contained in this document) ...

1.2.1 build tools

- **sw:jdk14**
  
  # title: Sun JDK 1.4  
  (see [http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4/](http://java.sun.com/j2se/1.4/))

- **sw:javacc**
  
  # title: JavaCC 2.1  

- **sw:ant**
  
  # title: Jakarta ant 1.4.1  
  (see [http://jakarta.apache.org/ant/index.html](http://jakarta.apache.org/ant/index.html))

- **sw:junit**
  
  # title: JUnit  

1.2.2 libraries

- **sw:dom4j**
  
  # title: dom4j 1.3  
  (see [http://www.dom4j.org](http://www.dom4j.org))

- **sw:log4j**
  
  # title: Jakarta log4j 1.2.7  
  (see [http://jakarta.apache.org/log4j/docs/index.html](http://jakarta.apache.org/log4j/docs/index.html))

- **sw:openjms**
  
  # title: OpenJMS 0.7.3.1  

- **sw:jmail12**
  
  # title: JavaMail API 1.3  
  (see [http://java.sun.com/products/javamail](http://java.sun.com/products/javamail))

- **sw:jaf102**
  
  # title: JAF 1.0.2  

1.2.3 other software used

- **sw:tomcat**
  
  # title: Jakarta Tomcat  
  (see [http://jakarta.apache.org/tomcat/index.html](http://jakarta.apache.org/tomcat/index.html))
sw:cocoon
# title: Apache Cocoon 2.0.2
(see http://xml.apache.org/cocoon/)

sw:jgrammar
# title: Java grammar
(see http://www.cobase.cs.ucla.edu/pub/javacc/#Jsection)
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